IGF WG-MWP PROPOSAL: Multi-year framework for IGF
Background research
identify existing (formal or informal) methods of work / guidelines for each segment
identify junctures where decisions are taken and those responsible for decision-making
note potential gaps, needs for clarification / guidelines

Produce draft 1

June 2018
currently underway

Outreach
share proposal with relevant IGF communities for input:
- IGF Secretariat,
- MAG WG facilitators,
- BPF & CENB coordinators,
- DC Coordination group facilitators,
- NRI focal point.

Produce draft 2

July - August 2018
Possible consultation during 2nd IGF OC & MAG meeting

August-September 2018

Drafting
based on research and community input, identify a draft IGF framework and make recommendations on where / how process can be improved, which practices can be formalized, what guidelines are still needed (if any)
Estimate resources (financial and otherwise) for each segment of the process and include recommendations

Produce draft 3 = WG output

September-October 2018

MAG consultation
share WG output for MAG review and adoption with the view of implementing for IGF 2019 cycle
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